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The Honduran government has come under fire from environmental groups and some public
officials for its decision to abolish the Ministry of Environment. The move is part of an ongoing
program to modernize the state by cutting back on the cost and size of the bureaucracy. Under
legislation passed in December, both the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Planning and
Budget are to be eliminated and their responsibilities absorbed elsewhere. Environmental matters
are to be managed in the future, with a reduced budget, by the Ministry of Natural Resources.
Both the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank have pressured the government
to close the two ministries as cost-cutting measures before approving new credits in 1997. The
government's failure to abolish the ministries in the past and meet fiscal and privatization goals led
the IMF last year to postpone signing a letter of intent with Honduras that would have opened the
door to a new round of loans, as well as foreign-debt reduction agreements with the Paris Club of
creditor governments (see NotiCen, 12/19/96).
Environmentalists and ex-ministry officials criticize closure Critics of the decision to shut down
the Ministry of Environment say that President Carlos Roberto Reina's administration is caving in
to pressures from multilateral lending institutions and from domestic economic actors resentful
of environmental regulations imposed by the Ministry. Spokespersons for environmental groups
say that the ministry was sacrificed because it had made enemies in the private sector. During its
three years in operation, the ministry developed a reputation for imposing stiff sanctions against
corporate polluters and others whose economic operations posed a threat to the environment. A
recent one- year moratorium on shrimp cultivation in the Gulf of Fonseca brought the ministry
harsh criticism from the industry (see NotiCen, 11/07/96).
Attorney General Edmundo Orellana said the ministry "clashed with the interests of certain
economic groups who want to see it disappear as it prepares for the first environmental lawsuits." In
anticipation of the decision to shut the ministry down, Minister of Environment Carlos Medina told
a forum on environmental laws that eliminating the ministry was "an atrocity," and he questioned
how well those in charge of the economy understood that sustainable development implies
sustainable use of the environment with attention to social justice.
Clarissa Vega, environmental prosecutor with the Attorney General's office, also publicly criticized
the closure, noting that Honduras was one of the first Latin American countries to set up a
ministerial-level environmental protection agency. "Now, they are closing it down because of
external pressures," said Vega. Both Medina and Vega said they had little support from high officials
in the Reina administration, who saw the ministry as a "hindrance" to state modernization and
globalization. Likewise, former minister of natural resources Ramon Villeda Bermudez said that the
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government never gave the ministry the attention it needed. (Sources: Inter Press Service, 12/05/96,
12/22/96)
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